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1) Write three separate lines of PHP code to complete the following tasks in sequence: 
a) Declare the variable mynum and assign the number 628 to it. 
b) Declare a second variable called noname and assign the contents of the variable mynum to it. 
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Consider the following PHP code. 
 
$messages = array(); 
$messages['errcode'] = "E2134"; 
$messages['error'] = "Database problem"; 
$messages['desc'] = "Error database login failed."; 
foreach($messages As $key => $value){ 






Write one line of code that code be placed in the above code in the area marked 
/*ADD CODE HERE*/ so that the echo code fragment prints 
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a) Relative to MySQL, discuss some of the issues with databases that need to remain 
online 24x7? 
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Discuss the HTTPS protocol and when it should be implemented in web applications. 
Marks: 12 
 
 
